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Abstract
This paper is aimed at updatingぬe Rayleigh lidar observations of temperature, conducted by蝕e
NIES, over Tsukuba and Rikubetsu. For Tsukuba since we have a better database for也e winter
season, an emphasis is given to the study of winter thermal stro政∬e. We have carried out a
detailed valid離ion/comparison studies of蝕e hdar derived temperature w地severa且other
measuiements/models. These s餌dies illustrate a high degree of agreement be紬een the licfar and
other measurements/models, sugges亀ng蝕e potential of hdar measureme血s of abso旭e
temper油∬e of the atmosphere. Gravity wave analysis ofぬe temperature profiles points out the
dominanをwave activ摘es in払e middle a触ospheric region. A detai且ed observation at Rikubetsu ls
on schedule and using蝕e data we hope to unde純血e an extensive study on various dynamical
features.

1. Introduction

Laser remote sensing is one of蝕e most advanced techniques for monitoring the Earth's
atmosphere. Di免ren七types of hoars are now in practise andぬey apply a variety of sea鶏e血g aud
absorption processes, providing a great deal of information about the atmosphere, its const血ents
and也eir changes in both time and space. Atmospheric temperature measurements achieved
a big boost with也e i血o血ction ofRayleigh lidar systems, otherwise it was carried out with in
situ soumdings us旦ng balloon‑borne ins陳はments, rockets, and satellites. However,亀e m situ
measuremenもs o鮎n show many discrepancies and suffer de鮎iencies dueもo poor vertical
reso且血on and sporadic nature of蝕e observations. Rayleigh lidar, owingもo iもs capabil晦to make
measuremenもs wi蝕excel旦ent space and也me reso旭ion, comp且ements to the o也eT techniques.
Temperature measurements over Ts血ba have been progressing us壬ng蝕e ozone旦idar sys短m離
tfae N離IonaHns触e for Environme地且Studies (隅ES). This paper will update the temperature
measuremen息s an離he ongo且ng re旦離;ed studies. We have con血cted a va旦idation/compar且son study
of lidaHemperature profiles, emp且oy且ng various measurements./mode且s including rockeも, NMC

analyses, SME spacecia氏and CⅠRA 86 values. Using the temperature profiles we have initiated a
study on gravity waves and it is in progress. Re￠ently a new ll血r system has been ins臨Iied in
Rikubeもsu to measureもhe temperature and aerosol content m蝕e middle離mosphere. The paper wil且
a旦so discuss蝕.e deve旦opmen臨摘etails and preliminary temperature measurements離Rikubetsu.
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Figure 1 presents a set of 6 samp射emperature (nig旭y mean) profiles (solid lines) ob臨ined by
the N旺S ozone lidar dunng亀e winter season of 1995. In the録gure the successive profiles are
shi翫d by 45 K and the pro創es are noted with their date of observation. These pro免Ies representも
ぬe吋pica! p.釦tem of winter variability. Stratopause is clearly evident at 44‑50 km in a且I the
profiles. During ce:勉in nights of observation there are indications of mesospheric inversion互ayer,

which is usual且y observed above 60‑65 km. This is a manifestation of grav桓wave breaking融thin
and above this altitはde.

lOf)

A互so given in figure 1 (dashed line) is the temperature profiles for Tsukuba, obtained from the

NMC analyses. NMC temperature profiles are given for 5 pressure levels. Except for the NMC
va且ue aHhe top level (approx. 55 km), it can be seen a reletively better agreement between the lidar

and NMC analyses.
Validation results of lidar temperature profiles w地the rocket measurements at Ryori are given
in Figure 2. Existing database were checked and we were fortunate to have both lidar and rocket

data for 5血ys. Excellent agreement is evident in也e four of也e five cases. Comparison w地
other techniques also shows a satisfactory agreement in their trends.
3.甘emper象を硯訂e朋飴sureme皿をs Ove訂鼠挽髄払eをS髄
Routine temperature measurements are about to begin with the recently installed lidar at
Rikubetsu. This lidar is intended to provide stratospheric temperature and aerosol information and
地at would enable to clarify払e dynamics relatedをo也e variabilities of the ozone layer. We
conducted some trial runs of the lidar and the paper will discuss the preliminary results.
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Figure 2. Lidar and rocket temperature profiles for 5 individual days.
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